As of today EBAC issues the first EBAC Bulletin, as decided by the Joint EBAC Advisory and Reviewing Committees on Sept. 1st, 2013

**EBAC Bulletins** will

- make announcements relevant for the conduct of accredited CME/CPD activities
- publish new accreditation rules
- publish specifications and/ or interpretations of accreditation rules pertinent to all providers in the process of accreditation of CME/CPD activities

The EBAC Bulletin No. 1 announces that from

**Jan. 1st, 2014**

on EBAC will issue a

**new evaluation form**

which should exclusively be used in all EBAC accredited live events.

Thus,

- please replace the old evaluation form by the new one, which will be circulated soon
- please collect all evaluation forms **directly** after the event and
- send them by regular post mail to EBAC, Schanzenstrasse 36/ Building 234, D-51063, Cologne, Germany
- In case of any questions please contact EBAC: accreditation@ebac-cme.org